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Abstract: Sensory analyzers play an important role in different sport activities as they create a state of balance
during different stages of performance. Reflexive actions make the maintenance of one's balance functional in
the upright position. They also help restoring balance when disturbed and This paper aims at identifying the
contribution of sensory receptors in some physical variables (agility - coordination - balance) among students
of the faculty of sport education for men, Alexandria University, That's to select, students in the sport's show
through the predictive equations of the sensory receptors by physical tests which applied on 300 students from
The Second Grade at the faculty of sport education for men, Alexandria University (age: 18.56 ± 0.802; height:
176.203 ± 6.423; weight: 73.634 ± 8.215). They were physically tested and measured for agility, coordination and
balance, using the Equi Test System to test sensory systems, Results show that all tests led to varying high
coefficients of correlation for the physical variables in physical and vestibular sensory receptors and visual for
every variable; The first contribute variable in the system tests (vestibular, visual, somato) is the test of leaning
rest from standing in 10 sec. to measure agility, test of jump rope 5" curled times to measure coordination, test
of stand metatarsal on the cubic to measure balance that is by predictive equations.
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INTRODUCTION The sensory receptors consisted of regulations Job

Sensory receptors play an important role in the first is Receptor, Eye and ear and the second connector,
performance of sports for the various activities, which a corridor for the transfer of nerve signals caused by
stopped functioning in those activities on the efficiency amphetamine-crust section on brain and the third called
of the sensory receptors, which in turn control the rate of endings brain, a Thus working to bring about physical
fixed and dynamic balance, which is a basic foundation of changes taking place in the environment surrounding us
performance, which provides information on the and therefore knows the individual his movement through
individual situation of the body and in his leisure To try the information carried by those receptors [4, 5]. 
to adjust the position consistently to achieve stability of That the individual has the ability to become a
the body during different stages of performance [1]. performance accurately through the ability to control

The importance of the relationship between the balance and movement and its relationship to the
sensory sources (vestibular - somato - visual), which surrounding environment and this capability is achieved
controls in the balance, strength and moderation. As the through the vital machinery, which consists of: Vestibular
vestibular nerve signals, visual and somato sensory information, Visual information and Proprioceptive
terminal plays an important role in the discovery of information (somato sensory) [6]. 
vibrations and nervous system to provide information on The workers in the field of sports training take into
different directions and speed of this vibration. And lead account the newly founded installation sensory nerve
the integration of these sources sensory and nervous receptors in the development of components of fitness as
system to an increase of the body control and balance of agility and coordination, in addition to the work of these
the strength [2, 3]. receptors on the muscle, has its own characteristics [7].

complicated structure of three main parts, including the
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The balance in the field of physical education and kinetic capacity (agility - coordination - balance) for
sports is an important  for  dynamic  performance and students of the Faculty of Physical Education University
more specialized ability of the kinetic it has a relationship of Alexandria
with other moving factors, but more linked to elements of
flexibility and compromise muscle power to control the MATERIALS AND METHODS
body and moves) [6]. 

The high functional state of balance allows the Descriptive approach was used as it perfect fit of the
possibility of individual performance and speed of multi- nature of research. A random sample of students (300
functional aspects of the types of different sports students) in grade II, Faculty of Physical Education for
activities has also been successful in reaching to the Boys in Alexandria, Egypt participated in this study. 
highest levels in the performance [8]. 

Because of involving faculty of sport education in Field Time: From 3-3-2010 and even 27-5-2010. 
the sports' show competition and Olympics of the
Egyptian universities yearly, Appeared that, there are Field Area: Faculty of Physical Education for boys -
difficult in the student's performance for the movement Faculty of Medicine - University of Alexandria.
and skills which required agility, coordination and balance
at the same time affected by interference of the sensory Tests and Measurements:
receptors that invited researchers to determine the relative A  balance  test  The  Equi  Test  System  [9]
importance   of    sensory    receptors    (vestibular - (Attachment 1)
visual  -   somato)   and   their   relationship   to  some Physical variables [6,10-12]

Attachment 1: Example for system out put
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Cases of Sensory System:
Measuring balance in the normal sensory condition
during which benefit the central nervous system by
information through areal sense of vestibular, visual
and somato.

Exclusion of the visual system by closing the eyes
depending on the sense of somato and vestibular in
achieving the equilibrium

Confusion the visual system by the movement of the
surround visible in the same speed and power of the
movement of the body, allowing for a sense of
vestibular and soma in achieving.

Us the disturbance in the base of the system by
causing a tendency to front and back with the same
speed strength of the body movement

Test of leaning rest from standing in 10 sec. (No.)

Is the exclusion of visual system by closing the eyed Test of run in the form of 8 (sec.) Used (Barriers) high
and confusing on the somato system through jump distance between them 10 feet, be on it
movement of basic tool which makes the student accidental equivalent of central of player, calculated
depend on the achieve a balance. the time go in 4 cycles [10].

Exclusion is on the visual and somato system
through the movement the visual surround and
pacific base making a student depend on the
vestibular system to achieve a balance.

Agility Measurements
Test of Shuttle run (sec.) Record time for the player,
which descended in the distance were identified
(4×10m) [10].

Test of running spiral (sec.) The player runs
according to Distance between two signs 9 feet and
recorded the time of going of the distance specified
[10].

calculated just one attempt to each correct one [11].

Coordination Measurements
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Test of circles numbered (sec.) The player stand ANOVA, T Test.
inside the circle No. 1 and jump to the circle No. 2
and No. 3 until the circle No. 8 by high speed which RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
is calculated by the time it takes in this attempt [10].

(test of leaning rest from standing in 10 sec.) is the

Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times (No.) The is the primary contributor to the vestibular receptor in the
player holds the rope and be broad shoulders. Then test by a percentage contribution (41.50%), while the same
go jumping with roll of the body to replace and the is also evident from the table above that the variable of
rope infringement from back to front and lifting of the the balance (Test of stand metatarsal on the cubic) is the
arms, repeat this 5 times [10]. primary contributor to the vestibular receptor in the test

by a percentage Contribution (52.70%).

Balance Measurements 48.199 + (2.197 × (Test of leaning rest from standing
Test of stand on a box is divided (sec.). The player in 10 sec.)).
stand on a box at 120cm, then jump to the bottom by Predictive regression equation to the point of testing
the feet together trying to preserver in this situation the vestibular receptor in terms of coordination
for the longest time and registration is from the variable (Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times) is a
moment of the feet arrival until equilibrium imbalance = 51.547 + (3.621 × (Jump rope test of the" 5"curled
[6]. times)).

Predictive regression equation to the point of testing

Test of stand metatarsal on the cubic (sec.) Player Vestibular Receptors: Seen from the Table 3 that the (test
stand metatarsal on the cubic foot (10×10×10) cm for of leaning rest from standing in 10 sec.) to measure agility,
the longest time possible [10]. (Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times) to measure

cubic) to measure the balance were the most important

Test of walking on the beam balance (sec.) Player to walk or run or jump in line with veins [4,13] as the
stand at the first beam, then walk to the end of the vestibular system contributes to maintain the status quo
bar and then change the direction and rotation, then by controlling the skeletal muscle tone, also depends on
walk to the start of the beam, walking time is the extent of Individual sense of balance and the shape of
calculated on the beam round trip [12]. the object in a vacuum.

Statistical Treatments: Arithmetic average, standard
deviation, correlation coefficients, the regression factor,

Seen from Table 3 and Fig.1 that the agility variables

primary contributor to the vestibular receptor in the test
by a percentage contribution (36.00%), as evidenced by
the same scale as the previous consensus that the
coordination variable (Jump rope test of the 5curled times)

Predictive Equations of the Vestibular Receptor: 
Predictive regression equation to the point of testing
the vestibular receptor in terms of agility variable
(Test of leaning rest from standing in 10 sec.) is a =

the vestibular receptor in terms of the balance
variable (Test of stand metatarsal on the cubic) is a =
34.848 + (3.711 × (Test of stand metatarsal on the
cubic)).

coordination and the (test of stand metatarsal on the

tests, as proportions contribution for the vestibular
receptor and note where they lead change in definite place
conditions on the body, unlike the rest of tests that need
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Table 1: average and standard deviation of sensory receptors and physical variables

Statistics Unit Mean S. D

Variables

Sensory receptors Vestibular analyst (%) 64.68 7.93

Visual analyst (%) 74.15 6.99

Somato analyst (%) 86.37 5.58

Physical variables Agility Test of Shuttle run (Sec.) 16.51 2.87

Test of running spiral (Sec.) 23.62 3.57

Test of leaning rest from standing in 10 sec. (No.) 7.50 2.17

Coordination Test of run in the form of 8 (Sec.) 29.48 3.34

Test of circles numbered (Sec.) 8.41 1.15

Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times (No.) 3.63 1.41

Balance Test of stand on a box is divided (Sec.) 5.57 2.58

Test of stand metatarsal on the cubic (Sec.) 8.04 1.55

Test of walking on the beam balance (Sec.) 13.07 4.83

Table 2: Correlations Transactions simple link between sensory receptors and physical variables

Sensory receptors

Statistics -------------------------------------------------------------------------

Variables Unit Vestibular receptor Visual receptor Somato receptor

Physical variables Agility Test of Shuttle run (Sec.) 0.473 0.437 0.445

Test of running spiral (Sec.) 0.244 0.253 0.308

Test of leaning rest from standing in 10 sec. (No.) 0.602 0.640 0.675

Coordination Test of run in the form of 8 (Sec.) 0.409 0.382 0.438

Test of circles numbered (Sec.) - 0.531 - 0.576 - 0.588

Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times (No.) 0.646 0.713 0.726

Balance Test of stand on a box is divided (Sec.) 0.692 0.719 0.735

Test of stand metatarsal on the cubic (Sec.) 0.727 0.776 0.784

Test of walking on the beam balance (Sec.) 0.616 0.573 0.647

Table 3: Correlations transactions and contribution percent (per) especial for vestibular receptor and physical variables under study

Predictive terms Adjusted

Variables R R  Square R Square Per B F T Constant

Physical variables Agility Test of leaning rest from

standing in 10 sec. 0.602 0.362 0.360 36.00% 2.197 169.21** 13.008* 48.199

Coordination Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times 0.646 0.417 0.415 41.50% 3.621 213.41** 14.609* 51.547

Balance Test of stand metatarsal on the cubic 0.727 0.529 0.527 52.70% 3.711 334.44** 18.288* 34.848

T. Moral value at 0.05 * F. Moral value * at 0.05 **

In the light of the future, the vestibular is unique the primary contributor in the test of receptor as it hit its
characteristics  as raising the vestibular receptors contribution rate (40.70%), while in the same scale as seen
normally  be required and necessary for the movement from the previous consensus that, the coordination
and the excess stimulation (strong), lead to negative variable (jump rope test of the 5 curled times) is the
responses and irregularities in operations of reasoning primary contributor in the test of the visual receptor as it
and Guidance, which in turn leads to the faltering hit its contribution rate (50.70%), as is also evident from
performance [6]. the table above that the balance (test of stand metatarsal

Seen from the Table 4 and Fig.1 that the Agility on the cubic) is the primary contributor in the test of
variable (test of leaning rest from standing in 10 sec.) is visual receptor hit Its contribution rate (60.00%).
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Fig. 1: Rates of contribution of the physical variables (agility - coordination - balance) in the sensory receptors
(vestibular - visual - somato)

Table 4: Correlations transactions and contribution percent (per) especial for Visual receptors and physical variables under study

Predictive terms Adjusted
Variables R R  Square R Square Per B F T Constant

Physical variables Agility Test of leaning rest from
standing in 10 sec. 0.640 0.409 0.407 40.70% 2.060 206.49** 14.370* 58.695

Coordination Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times 0.713 0.508 0.507 50.70% 3.526 308.05** 17.551* 61.366

Balance Test of stand metatarsal on the cubic 0.776 0.602 0.600 60% 3.520 **450.14 *21.216 45.729

T. Moral value at 0.05 * F. Moral value at 0.05 **

Table 5: Correlations transactions and contribution percent (per) especial for Somato receptor and physical variables under study

Predictive terms Adjusted
Variables R R  Square R Square Per B F T Constant

Physical variables Agility Test of leaning rest from
standing in 10 sec. 0.675 0.455 0.453 45.30% 1.733 249.02** *15.780 73.361

Coordination Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times 0.726 0.527 0.525 52.50% 2.864 **331.82 18.216* 75.981

Balance Test of stand metatarsal on the cubic 0.784 0.625 0.614 61.40% 2.817 476.24** *21.823 63.722

T. Moral value at 0.05 * F. Moral value at 0.05 **

Predictive Equations of Visual Receptor: Visual Receptors: Seen from the Table 4, the same tests

Predictive regression equation to the points of vestibular receptor has achieved the highest rates of
testing the visual receptor in terms of agility variable contribution from the rest of the tests for visual receptor,
(Test of leaning rest from standing in 10 sec.) is a = but also increased the contribution rates in this receptor,
58.695 + (2.060 × (Test of leaning rest from standing about the vestibular receptor as the stability and
in 10 sec.)). performance tests in the A small area, even if the
Predictive regression equation to the points of repetition of performance help the stability of the acts
testing the visual receptor in terms of coordination reflected by the optical Signal [5, 14]. 
variable (Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times) is a = Others point out that the visual receptors that
61.366 + (3.526 × (Jump rope test of the" 5"curled provide us with information about the environment,
times)). space, speed and direction of movements and despite the
Predictive regression equation to the points of fact that most of the reactions Specularity come through
testing the visual receptor in terms of balance the vestibular receptors, however, some of which are
variable (Test of stand metatarsal on the cubic) is a = produced by visual warning, as the vision can
45.729 + (3.520 × (Test of stand metatarsal on the compensate for some of the Posts of lost vestibular
cubic)). receptors and that any confusion in the vision reducing

that have the highest rates of contribution to the
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from balance of the individual and this is what we see in Sensory receptors and the nature of installation
the elderly [1].

So is the vital role of the visual receptors in the
performance of the component skills that are more in the
turns and Somersaults with information on the
performance of the sports movement in the spar [14, 15].
Visual and vestibular integration role have a role in the
development of strength and muscle control, which helps
to moderate strength, which play an important role in the
supply and a distinct sense of visual and vestibular after
shocks front and back which disturb balance [16]. 

It is clear from Table 5 and Fig.1 that the agility
variable (test of leaning rest from standing in 10 sec.) is
the primary contributor in variable of the somato test by
a percentage contribution (45.30%), Also in the same
scale as the previous consensus that coordination
variable (Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times) is the
primary contributor in variable of the somato test by a
percentage contribution (52.50%), as is also evident from
the table above that, the balance (test of stand metatarsal
on the cubic) is the primary contributor in variable of the
somato test by a percentage contribution (61.40%). 

Predictive Equations for the Somato Receptors:

Predictive regression equation to the points of
testing the somato receptor in terms of agility
variable (Test of leaning rest from standing in 10 sec)
is a = 73.361 + (1.733 × (Test of leaning rest from
standing in 10 sec)). 
Predictive regression equation to the points of
testing the somato receptor in terms of coordination
variable (Jump rope test of the" 5"curled times) is a =
75.981 + (2.864 × (Jump rope test of the" 5"curled
times)).
Predictive regression equation to the points of
testing the somato receptor in terms f balance
variable (Test of stand metatarsal on the cubic) is a =
63.722 + (2.817×(Test of stand metatarsal on the
cubic)).

Somatic Analyzer: Contribution percent has increased to
the same tests for the somatic receptor about the visual
and vestibular, where the members of motor sense make
transfer of various information of whole body [13, 17].

The effectiveness of a complete of the balance
system with muscular sense of integration, is basically
help a sense of the body in the spar [16, 18],also it tells us
wielding movements performed, as a result of that, the
player can control the movements using constant muscle
work, or work in the dynamic muscle [19, 20].

works on the transfer of physical changes that occur on
the player to consciousness private and therefore the
recognition of individual movement is through the
information carried by those receptors, with the transfer
of sensory signals to different areas of cerebral cortex,
which is analyzed and determine the size of the gross
difference For those changes, any difference between
what is and what should be and then issued orders to the
muscles concerned to achieve appropriate responses to
the nature of the position [21, 22].

CONCLUSION

Reasults show that all tests led to varying high
coefficients of correlation for the physical variables
in physical and vestibular sensory receptors.
The first contribute variable in the system tests
(vestibular, visual, somato) is the test of leaning rest
from standing in 10 sec. to measure agility, test of
jump rope 5" curled times to measure coordination,
test of stand metatarsal on the cubic to measure
balance that is by predictive equations
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